The paper provides a simple recipe for a construction of homeomorphisms "removing" convex bodies from nonreflexive Banach spaces.
Select a sequence of points {x"}, n = 0, 1, 2, ... on the unit sphere S such that </>(x") = 2~n .
Form a curve y by joining consecutive points by segments and complete it by joining xn with infinity by a radial ray.
Observe that since d> is affine on B this curve can be parametrized, y = y(t), by t e (0, oo) in such a way that 4>{y{t)) = t.
To end the preparation, for any a > 0 denote:
and notice that for a > 0 each Ka is closed convex subset of X having nonempty interior, while * o = H Ka = 0.
Now we can formulate our recipe. Fix a number a > 0. Take any x e X. Calculate d>(x). Find the point y on y such that d>(y) = jd>ix) (simply take y = y{¿d>{x))). Obviously y ^ x. Follow the ray beginning at x and passing through y as far as you reach point z such that <f>{z) = <j>{x) + a (there is only one such point).
Define Ta(x) = z .
Observe that Ta maps X onto X\Ka and is invertible. It is only a technicality to prove that Ta and T~x are continuous (even locally lipschitzian).
Thus Ta removes Ka from X and for a > 0 the hole mentioned in the title has been made. To make the hole ball shaped observe that B c K2 and define TBix) = piT2ix))T2ix)/\\T2ix)\\, where p( ) denotes the Minkowski functional for K2.
Tb removes the unit ball from X, finally rw=(1-«ü«)w removes just one point, the origin. Finally let us consider the case a = 0. T0 does not remove anything from X but it shows another "exotic" behavior. To is self-invertible which means T02 = / and at the same time To does not have a fixed point (x ^ T0(x)). To is only locally lipschitzian. The problem of whether there exists a uniformly continuous mapping T having the above property was raised by Koter [3] and is still unsolved.
